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Class Outline
• A closer look at Critical Evaluation

• Why critically evaluating research is essential

• How poorly done, poorly analysed, wrongly 
interpreted and/or highly biased research can 
impact you in practice

• Why Basic Science Research is so difficult to quality 
assess for practicing chiropractors and how to best 
get around that

• Different methodological designs require different 
critical evaluation guidelines

• Pros and cons of pre-evaluated literature

• 10 steps involved in any critical evaluation
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A Closer Look at Critical Evaluation

Critical Evaluation = Quality assessment 

“Critical appraisal is a systematic process used to identify the strengths and weaknesses of a 
research article in order to assess the usefulness and validity of research findings.”

(Muhammad, 2014)

What it is not:
• Your opinion about the study
• Whether or not you like the study results
• Whether or not the study findings supports your current beliefs
• A popularity contest
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Most Important Components Of A Critical Appraisal 

1. The study design is appropriate for the research question!!!

2. Careful assessment of the key methodological features of 
this design, i.e.; 

• The suitability of the statistical
• Their subsequent interpretation
• Potential conflicts of interest/bias
• How the study is reported/written (does it include all relevant information?) 
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Interpret your 
results

Test with 
scientific method

Overall Working 
Model

Narrow down to 
testable question
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Before a new puzzle piece can be added 
to the overall world view, we need to 
ensure it is created properly!

I.e., you must CRITICALLY 
EVALUATE each puzzle piece



What to do 
with Poor 
Quality or 
Highly 
Biased 
Studies

They are meaningless

They should be ignored

They do not add any value to our 
collective body of scientific 
knowledge
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True critical evaluation
Assessing quality
Assessing bias

Please make sure you are distinguishing between: 

Your beliefs
Your likes
Your preferences
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Why Critically Evaluating Research Is Essential

• Poor quality or highly biased research  – completely meaningless

• Flawed/biased research is even unethical 

• Flawed/biased research can send out the wrong message
• People can be given interventions that don’t actually work
• Or not be recommending interventions that do work
• Professions can be falsely viewed as dangerous or non-effective when they 

are actually safe and effective

© Haavik Research 2021 (Hopewell & Simera, 2016)



Some ‘scientists’ even produce fake research

• Again look out for predatory journals
• Biased agendas
• Not real science
• Need to be aware of this 
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Example:
How Flawed and/or 
Biased Research has 
affected the Chiropractic 
Profession around the 
issue of Spinal 
Manipulation and 
Strokes
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Example:
How Flawed and/or 
Biased Research has 
affected the Chiropractic 
Profession around the 
issue of Chiropractors 
and the reliably of 
finding Vertebral 
Subluxations
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The dangers of highly biased research
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Highly Biased Research has Affected the 
Chiropractic Profession for Decades
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Chiropractors are not the only ones being attacked
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Why Basic Science Research 
is More Difficult to Quality Assess for Clinicians!

• International guidelines for basic science are NOT simple checklists

• Even basic scientists need to be an expert in the exact field(s) and/or 
technology used in the study to be able to quality assess it

• So how can a practicing chiropractor, who does not have a PhD, nor 
has expertise in EMG, EEG, fMRI, CT, SEPs, TMS, TES, etc be expected 
to quality assess such a study?
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Tips for 
Clinicians 
to Quality 

Assess 
Basic 

Science
© Haavik Research 2021

Good impact factor journal

Unbiased (non-chiropractic) Collaborators 

Number of studies showing similar findings

Different groups finding similar findings

Invited narrative reviews (authors of these 
are considered the experts in the field)



Examples of Flawed Basic Science Research Practices:

Single H-reflexes Single TMS pulses

Moving EEG electrodes 
between sessions can 
change amplitude and 

latency

Recording between-
electrode-latencies in 

different groups of people 
(does not consider different 

length necks/height)

Not getting subject to hold 
small consistent background 
contraction when applying 

TMS or H-reflexes

Need for different filtering of 
EEG for different populations



time
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time
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Different Methodological Designs Require Different 
Critical Evaluation Guidelines and Checklists

So it’s important to use the correct quality assessment checklist!
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Clinical Research Reporting Guidelines
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*EQUATOR network www.equator-network.org/resource-centre/library-of-health-research reporting

Study Design Acronym Reporting Guidelines

Randomized controlled trial CONSORT Consolidated Standards for Reporting Trials

Non-randomised studies TREND Transparent Reporting of Evaluations with Non-Randomized 
Designs of Behavioral and Public Health Interventions

Systematic reviews and Meta-
analyses of randomised trials

PRISMA Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-
Analyses

Meta-analysis of observational 
studies

MOOSE Meta-Analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology

Observational study STROBE Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in 
Epidemiology

Cross sectional studies AXIS

Diagnostic/prognostic accuracy STARD Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy

Diagnostic reliability studies QAREL Quality Appraisal of Diagnostic Reliability

Qualitative research studies SRQR Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research

Case report CARE

*

*

*

*

*
*



EQUATOR network

• www.equator-network.org/resource-centre/library-of-health-research reporting

An international initiative 
that seeks to improve the 
reliability and value of 
published health research 
literature by promoting 
transparent and accurate 
reporting, and wider use 
of robust reporting 
guidelines. 



The Pros and Cons of Using Pre-evaluated Research Platforms:

• PROS:
• Saves you a LOT of time and effort searching the literature, finding the 

appropriate quality checklists and critically evaluating all this literature, 
summarising the key findings, and translating this into lay language that your 
patient will understand!

• CONS:
• You are trusting that the platform you use to do all of the above has found 

ALL relevant research, that the people doing the critical evaluation have 
done a good job, that the summaries they have made are appropriate, and 
the translation into lay language was also appropriately performed. 
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Basic Science for Chiropractors, summarising, critiquing and translating into chiropractic 
language:

•What subluxations are from a neuroscience perspective
•Why spinal function is important 
•How an adjustment affects the brain

Clinical Science for Chiropractors, summarising, critiquing and translating into 
chiropractic language:

•Safety of chiropractic
•Safety of chiropractic specifically for babies and children
•Efficacy of chiropractic for a range of topics
•Updated classes now also looking at efficacy and safety of alternative care options for a range of topics

Research Methods for Chiropractors, classes on each different type of designs covering

•What does that design look like
•When it is appropriate (what research questions do they answer)
•What type of evidence does it provide
•Appropriate reporting guidelines / quality assessment checklists

© Haavik Research 2021

For the practicing 
Chiropractor and 
their team members 
to understand!



Basic Science for the PUBLIC, providing take-home 
messages from the content from Chiros Academy
• What subluxations are
• Why spinal function is important 
• How an adjustment affects the brain

Clinical Science for the PUBLIC, providing take-home 
messages from the content from Chiros Academy
• Safety of chiropractic
• Safety of chiropractic specifically for babies and children
• Efficacy of chiropractic for a range of topics

For the practicing 
Chiropractor’s 
Patients and their 
family members to 
understand!

• Whiteboard animations

• Online blogs

• Pdf Written articles

• Social media content

• ALL Referenced!



10 Questions to Ask in All Critical Evaluations:

1. Is the study question relevant?
2. Does the study add anything new?
3. What type of research question is being asked?
4. Was the study design appropriate for the research question?
5. Did the study methods address the most important potential sources of 

bias?
6. Was the study performed according to the original protocol?
7. Does the study test a stated hypothesis?
8. Were the statistical analyses performed correctly?
9. Does the data justify the conclusions?
10. Are there any conflicts of interest?

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021



Is the study’s research question relevant?

• If not relevant – meaningless

• Subjective

• Regardless, this is the first 
question you should ask 
yourself

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021

Relevance



Does the study add 
anything new?

• Novelty is important 

• However, new knowledge builds on 
previous work

• Not all studies need to be ground-
breaking

• Incremental advance can also be of value

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021



What type of research question does the study pose?

“The most fundamental task of critical appraisal is to identify the 
specific research question that an article addresses, as this process will 
determine the optimal study design and have a major bearing on the 
importance and relevance of the findings.”

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021



Components & Types of Clinical Research Questions:

Typical clinical research question components:
• Group/population
• Intervention
• Outcomes

Common types of clinical research questions:
• Questions about the effectiveness or safety of an intervention
• Questions about the frequency of events

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021



Types of Basic Science Research Questions:

Typical basic science research questions:

• What is ‘x’

• How does ‘x’ influence/affect the brain/body

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021



Was the Study Design Appropriate for the Research Question?

• If basic science question – look to see if they appear to have used a basic 
science study design. 

• If clinical science question about effectiveness of an intervention, then 
there is a well-established hierarchy of study designs based on the 
degree to which the design protects against bias. 

• Meta-analyses and systematic reviews of well-conducted RCTs and 
individual RCTs provide the most robust evidence followed by 
nonrandomized controlled trials, cohort studies, case-controlled studies, 
and other observational study designs.

• However, in some circumstances, RCTs are either not feasible or 
considered ethically inappropriate. 

• E.g., common in nonpharmaceutical trials, such as those of surgical procedures. 

• Patients’ preferences are hard to assess with an RCT
• If you are studying a rare event/condition its nearly impossible to do an 

RCT. 
• Observational studies, rather than RCTs, are the most appropriate study 

design for research questions on the frequency of events.

(Young & Solomon, 2009)
© Haavik Research 2021

Evidence 
based 

guidelines

Systematic 
Reviews and 

Meta-Analysis

Randomized Controlled 
Trials

Cohort Studies

Case Control Studies

Case Series and Case Reports



Did the Study Methods Address the Key Potential Sources of Bias?

• Systematic biases arise from the way in which the study 
is conducted, e.g.;

• How participants were selected
• How data was collected
• How the researcher analyses the data
• How the researcher interprets the data

• Different study designs are prone to varying sources of 
systematic bias. 

• Higher on the hierarchy of clinical evidence pyramid = less 
bias

• Once the study design of a given article has been 
identified – use appropriate quality checklist (if clinical 
research) and see if study was done appropriately –
assess its quality. 

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021



Was the Study Performed in Line With the Original Protocol?

• “Deviations from the planned protocol for a clinical trial can affect the validity or 
relevance of the study.”

• “One of the most common problems encountered in clinical research is the failure to 
recruit the planned number of participants.” 

• “An estimate suggests that more than a third of RCTs recruit less than 75% of their 
planned sample.” 

• “This deviation from the study plan not only potentially reduces the extent to which 
the results of the study can be generalized to real-world situations, because those who 
actually were recruited might be different from those who weren’t for some reason, 
but also reduces the power of the study to demonstrate significant findings.” 

• “Other differences to the original protocol might include changes to the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria, variation in the provided treatments or interventions, changes to the 
employed techniques or technologies, and changes to the duration of follow-up.”

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021



Does the Study Test a Stated Hypothesis?
• It is essential that a study answers its research question it poses and assesses 

whether the null hypothesis is true or not. 

• “A hypothesis is a clear statement of what the investigators expect the study to 
find and is central to any research as it states the research question in a form that 
can be tested and refuted.”

• “A null hypothesis states that the findings of a study are no different to those that 
would have been expected to occur by chance.”

• “Statistical hypothesis testing involves calculating the probability of achieving the 
observed results if the null hypothesis were true.” 

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021



Was the Statistical Analyses Performed Correctly?

• “However, all quantitative research 
articles should include a segment 
within their ‘Method’ section that 
explains the tools used in the statistical 
analysis and the rationale for this 
approach, which should be written in 
terms that are appropriate for the 
journal’s readership.” 

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021

• Difficult to assess for non-statisticians!



Does the Data Justify the Conclusions?

• Are the conclusions reasonable?

• Are the authors generalizing their 
findings beyond the studied group? Is 
that appropriate for the design?

• Are the authors making claims about 
cause and effect? Is that appropriate for 
the design?

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021



Are There Any Conflicts of Interest?
• “Conflicts of interest occur when personal factors have the potential to 

influence professional roles or responsibilities.”
• Conflicts of interest can influence the integrity/honesty of a study
• Financial conflicts? 

• Salary
• Gifts
• Stocks or shares or patents
• Educational events
• Travel expense, etcetera

• Non-financial conflicts? 
• “Identification of a potential conflict of interest is not synonymous with 

having an actual conflict of interest or poor research practice.”

(Young & Solomon, 2009)© Haavik Research 2021



Summary and Take Home Messages
• Critical evaluation is a systematic process through which the strengths and weaknesses 

of a research study can be identified. 
• This process enables the reader to assess the study’s usefulness and whether its 

findings are trustworthy. 
• The most important component of critical appraisal is careful assessment of the study 

design and making sure it is appropriate for the research question. 
• However, critical evaluation also includes other steps, such as evaluation of the 

statistical methods used, interpretation of the findings and potential conflicts of 
interest are also essential.

• Poor Quality or Highly Biased studies are meaningless and should be ignored. 
• Basic sciences is more difficult to critically evaluate than clinical research. 
• Using the appropriate critical evaluation (reporting guideline) is essential when 

evaluating clinical research studies.
• Critical evaluation is NOT a popularity contest and has nothing to do with whether we 

like the results. 
© Haavik Research 2021
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